ENGINEERED FOR STRUCTURAL INSULATED PANEL MANUFACTURERS

- Standard widths are 4’ and 8’
- Various length and width configurations available
- Increase yield and reduce or eliminate waste.*
- Multiple thicknesses, from 3/8 to 3/4
- Backed by a 25-year limited warranty
- Manufactured in multiple locations, for cost-effective shipping throughout North America
- Certified to APA PR-N610 and PR-N612 standards to assure product quality and consistency
- California Air Resource Board (CARB)-exempt and Title VI-exempt
- Rated APA Exposure 1, ensuring that normal construction delays will not harm panels when temporarily exposed to the elements
- Dimensionally stable and consistently straight
- Compatible for lamination with all industry-standard foam cores
- Available with Zinc Borate protection for termite and fungal decay resistance**
- Member of SIPA (Structural Insulated Panel Association)

CALL US TODAY

Blair Ruzicka • blair.ruzicka@norbord.com • (470) 201-7660
Joe Boscariol • joe.boscariol@norbord.com • (416) 777-4381
Adeel Muqtadir • adeel.muqtadir@norbord.com • (416) 777-4392
Chris Wischmann • chris.wischmann@norbord.com • (951) 255-1712
Paolo Zampieron • paolo.zampieron@norbord.com • (416) 777-4383

* Minimum order runs may be required. Contact your Solutions Team for other dimensions & thicknesses.
** Contact your Solutions Team for more information on our Zinc Borate treated panels.